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Electric Vehicles (EVs) have been suggested as alternatives to conventional vehicles for reducing petrol
consumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. When a large number of EVs connect to the grid, they
can cause a large amount of power loss. Where to install multiple charge stations in the grid, so as to mit-
igate losses caused by EVs when providing energy to those EVs, is becoming vitally important. In this
paper, a distribution test-network model is described. A new analytical method is proposed, using the
stations’ cooperation in terms of optimal active and reactive power dispatch as well as power flow anal-
ysis for locating the optimal placement of charge stations, so as to reduce power losses. This method is
compared with the previously developed current density method for single charge stations using system
simulation results. It was demonstrated that the methods proposed in this paper are more accurate than
the current density method, and that 17% of the average active power loss can be saved for three different
types of load profile. In addition, 27% of the average active power loss was saved by installing two charge
stations rather than no charge stations in the test-line. It is shown that this could represent a 2.6% annual
yield above inflation for investing in installing and running such charge stations.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

In order to reduce CO2 emissions, more attention is being paid
to Electric Vehicles (EV) than before. However, the driving range
limitation is still a big concern for all EV drivers. This problem
can be solved either by improving the state-of-the-art of EV batter-
ies or by building charge stations into Distribution Networks (DN)
and Transmission Networks (TN) [1,2].

The state-of-the-art of batteries is restricted by material science
and physics. The charge station is a relatively mature technology
and with an increasing number of EVs will become an essential
part of the commercial chain. In Ref. [3] the researchers concen-
trated on designing multi-charge stations for vehicles together
with their utilization in the grid by considering battery replace-
ment, charging and vehicle to grid. In Refs. [4,5] the authors con-
sidered both EV arrival time, departure time, energy demands,
and real world parking statistics. Based on these data the papers
provided charge station scheduling strategies. Refs. [6–8] concen-
trated more on the optimal planning and economic aspects of a
charge station for EV; by considering various costs, to achieve com-
prehensive cost and energy loss minimisation. As an alternative,
Refs. [9,10] focused on optimisation of EV charge station location;
by using the conservation theory of regional traffic flows, taking
EVs as fixed load points for the charge station. The maintenance
and capital cost minimisation for a charge station was considered
in this work.

In [11] the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) was consid-
ered as a design criteria in charge stations. By using this criteria
the EV charge efficiency and time was improved. In [12] the con-
cept of combined photovoltaic systems and battery unit multi-
supply systems was mentioned. In [13] the BESS was installed in
fast charge stations as an energy supplier. The daily operating cost
was minimised by optimising the active power of the BESS. Mean-
while, charging loads were smoothed and high-price electricity
absorption from the grid was avoided.

The common drawback of these papers is that no matter what
type of method were used to optimise the size and location, and
to minimise the various costs of those stations, the energy transfer
between charge stations was not considered. For example, com-
bined BESSs in charge stations can store off-peak energy and use
it to provide energy to EVs during peak-time. But these charge sta-
tions do not provide energy to each other. In this paper cooperation
between two charge stations, in terms of transferring energy to
each other, is specified and tested for four different operation sce-
narios. This cooperation makes charge stations able to support
each other, reduce losses further and provide energy to customers.
atlabi.iratlabi.ir
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Nomenclature

T life time of charge station 15 year
Con
pi ðtÞ peak electricity price $0.068/kW h

Coff
pi off-peak electricity price $0.014/kW h

TCHi annual utilization hours of charging devices 8 h/ per-day

CI
ETiðtÞ per-unit investment cost of transformers $40.84/kV A

CI
CHiðtÞ per-unit investment cost of charging devices $34.71/

KVA
CI
DEi per-unit investment cost of other devices $30.94/KVA

CI
EAiðtÞ land utilization cost $95.63/m2

CI
Bsi per-unit investment cost of battery $5.21/kV A

CO
VCiðtÞ active, reactive power filtering and compensation cost

$10.16/kV A
CHRiðtÞ human resources cost $16476.41

COM
Bsi ðtÞ per-unit operation and maintain cost of battery $2500/

MW
CM
ETiðtÞ per-unit maintenance cost of transformers $11.92/kV A

CM
CHiðtÞ per-unit maintenance cost of charging devices $8.92/

kV A
CM
DEi per-unit maintenance cost other devices $100/kW h

gCHij charging efficiency of charge devices 90%

cos ;CHij power factor of charge devices 0.95

Ki simultaneity coefficient 0.8
ni the number of charging devices 10
i the discount rate 10%
Ei battery charging efficiency 90%
Haver the average EVs charging time 4 h
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Installing combined BESS charge stations brings some addi-
tional problems, one of which is where to install these charge sta-
tions in the power system. In existing literature the optimal
location problem has been treated in the following ways. In [14]
the author proposed a maximisation of the wind energy method
based on Ontario’s standard offer program for locating a BESS in
a DN with high penetration of wind energy. In [15] the author used
a hybrid Genetic Algorithm (GA) combined with quadratic pro-
gramming to size and site the BESS, so as to reduce network losses
and cost. In [16] a hybrid method relying on dynamic program-
ming with a GA was described. Through this method the location,
rating and control strategy of the BESS were found, and overall
investments and network costs were minimised. A methodology
proposed in [17] was to optimise the location of the BESS in DNs
and also to mitigate problems created by high penetration of
renewable Distribution Generation (DG). A two segment current
density integration method was used in [18] for choosing the opti-
mal location of DG in a single-DG system. The method was tested
and proved using an 11-bus distribution line network.

However, these methods did not consider the active and reac-
tive power transferring between two BESSs when choosing the
location. The research described by the authors of this paper
expands on the current density integration method for a two
charge station system. The newmethod identifies the optimal loca-
tion for the second charge station given the optimal location of the
first charge station. The developed method was tested in the same
system as [18] using four different operational scenarios. It was
found that the current density method was accurate for the system
with one charge station, but it could not be applied to a system that
had two charge stations, under several different operational sce-
narios, because it only considered one current component from
the BESSs. Therefore, an analytical cooperation approach, combin-
ing active and reactive power optimisation methods, was proposed
to address this. This method was more accurate than the current
density method. The results were compared with the current den-
sity method not only as a mathematical model, but also consider-
ing the cost of power loss.

After finding the locations of charge stations, the costs and prof-
its of the charge stations were analysed. From the results, the own-
ers of the charge stations can earn 0.84 million dollars over
15 years’. Further benefits, for example by providing voltage sup-
port and load peak shaving services to the DN could be obtained
from operation.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section ‘System
modelling’ system modelling is introduced and an BESS model is
built. Section ‘Theoretical analysis’ provides a theoretical analysis
of the optimal placement of a charge station for power loss reduc-
tion and a costs and profits analysis. In this section a current den-
sity integration method and the analytical method, combined with
a p line model, are presented. In Section ‘Simulation results and
discussions’ the old [18] and new methods’ results are compared
and analysed. Both methods are used with the 11-bus test-line
used in [18]. Based on that test-line, four different operation sce-
narios were used. These cover normal working conditions (scenario
one and four) and energy cooperation conditions (scenario two and
three) for two charge stations, identifying the optimal location for
the charge stations. Section ‘Conclusion’ gives the outcomes and
conclusions of the research.

System modelling

System load modelling

In order to test the proposed method three load periods, two
off-peak (00:30–05:30 h and 05:30–20:30 h) and one peak
(20:30–23:30 h), for a typical day [19] were chosen to separate
each 24 h into three power demand periods. These can be seen in
Fig. 1. The 11-bus distribution test-line with three different types
of load profile, which can illustrate the majority of load patterns
in such power systems, was used in this paper for identifying the
optimal location of the charge stations [18].

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that during the first and second off-
peak periods the BESS can store energy from the TN, This energy
can be purchased at a low price, whereas during the on-peak per-
iod the BESS can dispatch the stored energy to customers. This will
not only save money on their electricity bill, but also enhance sys-
tem stability [20].

Specifications and modelling of EVs

According to recent EV market surveys [21–23], the Chevrolet
Volt plug-in hybrid occupied 41% of the whole electric vehicle mar-
ket, the Nissan Leaf all-electric car accounted for 30%, the Toyota
Prius Plug-in Hybrid took up 17%, while the Tesla Model S had
the remaining 12% of the market. Therefore, an assumption was
made that, for a mid-sized city there are 100 EV owners [24], 41
used Chevrolet Volt Plug-in Hybrid cars, 30 used Nissan Leaf all-
electric cars, 17 used Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid cars, and 12 used
the Tesla Model S. The characteristics of the different electric vehi-
cles are shown in Table 1 [25].

Level 1 Charging is the slowest level. It provides a single phase
120 V/15 A AC plug. This type of charge is suitable for the home
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Fig. 2. A test-line with EVs.
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Fig. 1. Three periods of daily electricity demand [15].

Table 1
Characteristic of the EV.

EV types Level 1 Charge Level 2 Charge DC Fast

Power demand Time PD Time PD Time

Chevrolet Volt 0.96–1.4 kW 5–8 h 3.8 kW 2 h n/a n/a
Nissan Leaf 1.8 kW 12–16 h 3.3 kW 7 h 50+ kW 15–30 m
Prius 1.4 kW (120 V) 3 h 3.8 kW (240 V) 2.5 h n/a n/a
Tesla Model S 1.8 kW 30+ h 16.8 kW 4 h n/a n/a
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charge during the night, no additional infrastructure is necessary
[25].

Level 2 Charging is the primary option for a public or commer-
cial charge station. This charge option can operate at up to 80 A and
19.2 kW. This charging is not suitable for home and private use, but
is suitable for public charging [26].

DC Fast Charging is much faster than other methods. It can be
installed in charge stations, but usually requires a 480 V AC input
[26] and power electronics to convert AC to DC.

In this research Level 2 Charging was chosen. The charge time
was chosen as the average charge time of the four types of EV,
which was four hours.

The power demand of each type of EV in one timeslot can be
calculated by using Eq. (1) [27].

PiðtÞ ¼ bi � xiðtÞ½ � � Ci

EiHaver
; 8i; t ð1Þ

where PiðtÞ is the power demand of the EV at any timeslot t. bi is the
desired State of Charge (SOC). xiðtÞ is the SOC at the beginning of t.
Ci is the capacity of the EV. Ei is the battery charging efficiency of
the EV, Haver is the EV’s average charge time.

The total power demand of all EVs can be express as shown in
Eq. (2).

PTðtÞ ¼
X41
i¼1

PiðtÞc þ
X30
i¼1

PiðtÞn þ
X17
i¼1

PiðtÞp þ
X12
i¼1

PiðtÞt ð2Þ

where PTðtÞ are the total power demands of all types of EVs.
PiðtÞc; PiðtÞn; PiðtÞp, and Pitt are the power demand for each type, i.e.
Chevrolet, Nissan Leaf, Prius, and Tesla.

These EVs were added into the test-line at the locations seen in
Fig. 2.

The modelling of combined BESS charge station

The combined BESS charge station is different compare with the
traditional charge station. Traditional stations are not able to store
off-peak energy and sell it to EVs and local residents at any time.
Whereas, BESS can make the profits by utilising electricity price
differences between peak and off-peak times. The configuration
of the stations can be seen in Fig. 3.

The charge station consists of BESSs, normal charging points
and relevant charging facilities such as transformers, active and
reactive compensators, inverters and converters, and charging
spaces.

The BESS consists of batteries and Power Conditioning Systems
(PCS) [20,28].

A simple PCS consists of electronic devices such as capacitors,
diodes and transformers, the structure can be seen in Fig. 4. The
PCS capability is show in Fig. 5. At operation point 1 active and
reactive power is being discharged to the system. At operation
point 2 the system is being charged, absorbing both active and
reactive power from the TN [29]. Based on the independent and
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Fig. 4. The structure of BESS.
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Fig. 5. Active and reactive power capability [29].
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rapid control capability of the PCS, active discharge and reactive
power dispatch were set as controlled variables when identifying
charge station two’s optimal location. It is noted that active power
can be either charging or discharging at any given time.

The active and reactive power discharge of BESS should not
exceed the maximum apparent power SBESSmax of the BESS [30].

P2
dis þ Q2

dis 6 S2BESSmax ð3Þ

P2
char þ Q2

disc 6 S2BESSmax ð4Þ
The active power for charging and discharging must be positive

values

Pchar k;hð Þ P 0; Pdis k;hð Þ P 0 ð5Þ

�S2ESSmax k;hð Þ 6 Qdis k;hð Þ ð6Þ
Moreover the upper and lower bound of the storage capacity

should satisfy.

Emin 6 ELow; EUp 6 Emax ð7Þ
The EV’s impact modelling and four operation scenarios

For the sake of modelling the EV’s impact in terms of active and
reactive power losses, and observing the power losses for the test-
line without a charge station, with one charge station and with two
charge stations, power flow analysis was used.

Four different operation scenarios, in terms of the cooperation
between two charge stations, are listed below. The first scenario
is for normal EV charge requirements, where a regular amount of
drivers charge their EVs at the charge station. The second and
the third scenario are designed for some exceptional events, where
one charge station runs out of energy and needs to borrow it from
other sources. The last scenario is where the EV’s energy require-
ments exceed both charge stations’ designed capacity; this time
both stations need external energy from the TN.
(1) The first scenario is the most common one, both charge sta-
tions used their full charged capacity to charge EVs without
any optimised power charge and discharge.

(2) The second scenario considers both charge and discharge
processes as charge station two runs out of rated energy.
Charge station one needs to transfer energy to charge station
two. The active and reactive discharge power from station
one will be optimised.

(3) The third scenario also considers both charge and discharge
processes, but here charge station one runs out of rated
energy. Charge station two needs to transfer energy to
charge station one. The active discharge and reactive dis-
patch power from station two will be optimised.

(4) The fourth scenario is where both charge stations one and
two cannot supply the EVs and loads. External energy from
the TN is used to charge stations one and two. The active
and reactive power from the TN will be optimised to charge
both stations. Tables 2–4 show comparisons of active and
reactive power losses without charge stations, with one
charge station and with two charge stations in 11-bus distri-
bution test-line.

Theoretical analysis

The main focus of this paper is to identify charge station two’s
optimal location. In practice, there are many additional constrains
for the optimisation of charge station’s location, such as different
countries’ energy policies and geographic factors. This paper does
not consider these factors.

Analytical approach for optimal location

In order to reduce the power loss caused by EV penetration, a
distribution network with charge stations one and two, which
are S1 and S2 are shown in Fig. 6, and the p line model [31] was cre-
ated and developed for analysing the location of station two for
loss reduction. The active, reactive power flow, bus voltage and
current of p line model are given by Eqs. (8)–(14).

Pi and Qi are the sending-end active and reactive power through
bus S1 and S2

Pi ¼ P0
i þ Ri

P02
i þ Q 02

i

V2
s2

ð8Þ

Qi ¼ Q 00
i � V2

s1
Yi
2
¼ Q 0

i þ Xi
P02
i þ Q 02

i

V2
s2

� V2
s1
Yi
2

ð9Þ

P0
i and Q 0

i are the injection active power and reactive power to
bus S2 respectively

P0
i ¼ Pdis2 þ Pload2 þ Pm2F � Pgrid � Pdis1 ð10Þ

Q 0
i ¼ Qdis2 þ Qload2 þ Qm2F � Qgrid � Qdis1 � V2

s2
Yi
2

ð11Þ

The voltage at bus S2 is

Vs2 ¼ Vs1 � IiZi ¼ Vs1 � S00�i
V�

s1
Ri þ jXið Þ ð12Þ

Vs2 ¼ Vs1 � P00
i � jQ 00

i

Vs1
Ri þ jXið Þ

¼ Vs1 � P00
i Ri þ Q 00

i Xi

Vs1

� �
� j

P00
i Xi � Q 00

i Ri

Vs1

� �
ð13Þ

The current through the p line model is
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Table 2
First scenario comparison of power loss.

First scenario Without
stations

Charge station
one

Both charge
stations

Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss

Uniform 0.682 0.59 0.616 0.53 0.190 0.25
Central 0.251 0.22 0.215 0.18 0.058 0.06
Increasing 0.565 0.49 0.532 0.46 0.171 0.21

Table 3
Second scenario comparison of power loss.

Second scenario Without
stations

Charge station
one

Both charge
stations

Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss

Uniform 0.682 0.59 0.801 0.69 0.596 0.51
Central 0.251 0.22 0.319 0.27 0.215 0.18
Increasing 0.565 0.49 0.655 0.56 0.387 0.33

Table 4
Third scenario comparison of power loss.

Third scenario Without
stations

Charge station
one

Both charge
stations

Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss Ploss Qloss

Uniform 0.682 0.59 0.741 0.64 0.136 0.14
Central 0.251 0.22 0.284 0.24 0.093 0.08
Increasing 0.565 0.49 0.609 0.52 0.094 0.08
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Ii ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P2
i þ Q2

i

V2
s1

s
ð14Þ

The series impedance and shunt admittance between bus S1 and
S2, are (Ri þ jXiÞ and Yi/2 respectively. P0

i and Q 0
i are the injection

active power and reactive power to bus S2 respectively. Pdis and
Qdis are the active and reactive discharge power of station.

Where S00i ¼ P00
i þ Q 00

i ; P00
i ¼ Pi, Q

00
i ¼ Qi þ V2

s1
Yi
2. Pgrid and the Qgrid

are the active and reactive power injected by the TN. Pload1, Pload2,
Qload1, and Qload2 are the total active and reactive power load at
bus S1 and S2. Pm1F, Pm2F, Qm1F and Qm2F, are the sum of active
S 1

S 2

EV

Substaion

Ri

Yi /2

Pi+jQi

Pi”+ jQi ”

s1
Pgrid+jQgrid

Pload1 +jQload1

Pdis2

Pdis1+jQdis1

Pm 1F+jQm1F

Ii

Fig. 6. Power flo
and reactive power flows through all downstream branches con-
nected to buses S1 and S2.

To find the optimal location of charge station two, an objective
function was built and can be seen from Eq. (16).

f j ¼
Xj

i¼1

R1i jð Þ P
0
i þ jQ 0

i

�� ��2 j ¼ 3;4;5 � � �N ð15Þ

The goal is to find the optimal location for charge station two,
where Eq. (16) reaches the minimum value.

Fm ¼ Min f j ð16Þ
The R1iðjÞ is the resistance between two charge stations. N is the

test system’s total bus number. Pload2 is the load at bus S2. Pm2F is
active power injection from bus S2. Pdis1 and Pdis2 can be obtained
from Eq. (17) by using the MATLAB optimisation programming.

Min PL ¼
Xs1 ;s22SB
8s1 ;s2

I2i Ri ¼
Xs1 ;s22SB
8s1 ;s2

P2
i þ Q2

i

V2
s1

 !
Ri ð17Þ

Both Eqs. (16) and (17) must satisfy the constraints, based on equa-
tions in (3)–(7), (18)–(23).

The active and reactive power flow in p line model must satisfy
Eqs. (18) and (19).

Pi � P0
i � Ri

P02
i þ Q 02

i

V2
s2

¼ 0 ð18Þ

Qi � Q 0
i � Xi

P02
i þ Q 02

i

V2
s2

þ V2
s1
Yi
2
¼ 0 ð19Þ

The voltage magnitudes at the sending bus and receiving bus
must satisfy Eq. (20).

V2
s2 � V2

s1 � 2 P00
i Ri þ Q 00

i Xi
� �þ P002

i þ Q 002
i

� 	
R2
i þ X2

i

� 	
Vs1

8<
:

9=
; ¼ 0 ð20Þ

The line current of the p line model should be within the ther-
mal limit

Ii 6 Iratedi ð21Þ
The bus voltages should not exceed the maximum and below

the minimum voltage

 

EV

LOAD

LOAD

LOAD

Yi/2

Pi’+ jQi ’

Xi

Pm 2F+jQm2F

Pgrid+jQgrids2

LOAD

LOAD

LOAD

Pload2+jQload2

Pdis1

Pdis2+jQdis2

w analysis.
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s1 6 Vs1 6 Vmax

s1 ð22Þ

TN
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Vl Vsa Vs0 VxS1 S2

x

Fig. 7. A test-line with distributed load.

 

Vmin

s2 6 Vs2 6 Vmax
s2 ð23Þ

The theoretical procedures to find the optimal bus to locate sta-
tion two are summarised below:

(1) Add EVs randomly into the 11-bus test-line.
(2) Run simulations and use power flow analysis to find the lar-

gest power loss bus and install charge station one there.
(3) Use the p line model in Fig. 6 to analyse the power loss

between S1 and S2, which can be seen from Eqs. (8)–(17).
(4) Set Pdis1; Pdis2;Qdis1;Qdis2, as the variables for power losses

minimisation.
(5) Use MATLAB optimisation programming to obtain these

variables’ values from Eq. (17).
(6) Use these values as the input values for objective function 16

and get values of each bus.
(7) Compare the objective function’s values with the simulation

results.

The current density method for optimal location

In previous research the phase current density method was
used for analysis of power losses and identifying a DG’s optimal
location in a one DG system [18]. In this paper phase current Ii den-
sity was used for the same purpose, but different power coopera-
tion strategies, between charge station one and two, were
considered.

Using the current density method, the phasor feeder current at
point x is

I x; Tið Þ ¼
Z x

0
Id x; Tið Þdx ð24Þ

The incremental power loss at point x is

dP x; Tið Þ ¼
Z x

0
Id x; Tið Þdx

����
����

� �2

� Rdx ð25Þ

The total power loss along the feeder within the time duration
Ti is

Ploss Tið Þ ¼
Z l

0
dP x; Tið Þ ¼

Z l

0

Z x

0
Ii x; Tið Þdx

� �2

� Rdx ð26Þ

Firstly, it is considered that there is only one charge station in
the test distribution line at location x0 shown in Fig. 7. As a result
of charge station two being added into the distribution line, two
parameters (load current density Id x; Tið Þ and load current) are
changed in terms of current. The load current density will decrease,
caused by voltage improvements due to adding station two, this
decrease causes the feeder current to decrease. Meanwhile, with
station two’s current injection, the feeder current between the
TN at l and the location of station two at x0 will also change. But,
compared with the change of load current density, the change of
injected current from station two is influenced more by the change
in feeder current. Hence, the change of load current density, caused
by adding charge station two is neglected in this paper [18]. There-
fore, the feeder current after adding station two can be obtained by
using the load current density Id x; Tið Þ.

Secondly, consider the second charge station which is station
one adds into test-line similarly. The change in the feeder current
caused by injected current from station one is much higher than
the change in the load current density. Therefore, the feeder cur-
rent I x; Tið Þ can be expressed by using the Id x; Tið Þ after two adding
the charge station one and two. It can be seen from Eq. (27).
The feeder current I x; Tið Þ through that test line can be
expressed as:

I x; Tið Þ ¼

R x
0 Id x; Tið Þdx 0 6 x 6 x0R x
0 Id x; Tið Þdx� Idisc2 x0 6 x 6 aR x
0 Id x; Tið Þdx� Idisc1 a 6 x 6 l

8><
>: ð27Þ

The corresponding power loss in the feeder is

Ploss x0; Tið Þ ¼
Z x0

0

Z x

0
Id x; Tið Þdx

����
����

� �2

Rdx

þ
Z a

x0

Z x

0
Id x; Tið Þdx� Idisc2

����
����

� �2

Rdx

þ
Z l

a

Z x

0
Id x; Tið Þdx� Idisc1

����
����

� �2

Rdx ð28Þ

The average power loss in a given time period T is

Ploss x0ð Þ ¼ 1
T

XNt

i¼1

Ploss x0; Tið ÞTi ð29Þ

where Nt is the number of time durations in the time period T.
The target to minimise total average power loss

Target ¼ Min Ploss Tð Þ ð30Þ
The solution x0 of Eq. (31) will give Eq. (30) the optimal site for

power loss minimising.

Ploss x0ð Þ
dx0

¼ 0 ð31Þ

Assuming that charge station two is located at point x0 according to
Eq. (28), the effective power loss of the test feeder is

Ploss x0; Tið Þ ¼ Aþ Bþ C ð32Þ

A ¼ I2d Tið Þ � R
x30
3

� �
 �
ð33Þ

B¼ I2d Tið Þ �Ra
3�x30
3

þ I2disc2 Tið Þ �R a�x0ð Þþ Id Tið ÞIdisc2 Tið ÞR a2�x20
� �
 �

ð34Þ

C¼ I2d Tið Þ �Rl
3�a3

3
þ I2disc1 Tið Þ �R l�að Þþ Id Tið ÞIdisc1 Tið ÞR l2�a2

� 	" #

ð35Þ
where Id x; Tið Þ ¼ Iload x;Tið Þ

l , Iload is the load current at the sending-end of
the feeder.

According to (31) and from Eqs. (33)–(35), Eq. (31) can be
deduced as below

I2d Tið ÞRx0 � I2dis2 Tið Þ � R� 2Id Tið ÞIdis2 Tið ÞRx0 ¼ 0 ð36Þ

x0 is obtained as below:

x0 ¼ l �PNt
i¼1 I

2
dis2 Tið ÞTi

2
PNt

i¼1 Iload Tið ÞIdis2 Tið ÞTi

ð37Þ 
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Assuming the bus voltage along the feeders are in acceptable
range, x0 can be approximated as below:

x0 ¼ l �PNt
i¼1 P

2
dis2 Tið ÞTi

2
PNt

i¼1 Pload Tið ÞPdis2 Tið ÞTi

ð38Þ

The goal is achieved by considering the power cooperation
between both charge stations and using Eq. (31) to identify the
optimal location for station two. It is assured that the voltage along
feeder are in acceptable range 1� 0:05 p.u. and the transferred
power is under line thermal limit.

The solution of x0 of gives the optimal location of station two for
the minimising of power loss for the test-line. It is assured that the
voltage and transferred power are within system limitations. The
theoretical procedures to find the optimal location of charge sta-
tion two are summarised as follows:

(1) Add EVs randomly into 11-bus test-line.
(2) Run power flow analysis, and find the largest power loss bus

and install charge station one there for four different opera-
tion scenarios.

(3) Find the distributed load Id x; Tið Þ along the feeder l.
(4) Express the feeder current by using three segment current

density integration methods.
(5) Use Eqs. (27) and (31) to calculate the average power loss

and identify the optimal location x0 for charge station two.
(6) Compare the optimal location x0 with the system simula-

tion’s location.

The annual profit of the charge station

In order to calculate the profit of charge station, the revenues
and costs of the station are obtained.

(1) The profit of the charge station is in Eq. (39).
PEVCSiðtÞ ¼
XT
t¼1

RT
EVCSiðtÞ �

XT
t¼1

CT
EVCSi tð Þ ð39Þ

where PEVCSiðtÞ is the annual profit of charge station, RT
EVCSiðt) is

revenue of charge station and CT
EVCSi tð Þ is total cost of station, T

is the life time of station.
RT
EVCSi tð Þ can be expressed in Eq. (40).

RT
EVCSi tð Þ ¼

XT
t¼1

½Con
pi ðtÞEEVTCHi þ Coff

pi ðtÞEReTCHi� ð40Þ

where Con
pi ðtÞ is the peak electricity price, Coff

pi is the off-peak
price. EEV and ERe are the energy demand of EVs and local res-
idents. TCHi is the annual utilization hours of charging devices.
(2) The cost of the charge station includes investment cost
CI
EVCSi tð Þ, operation cost CO

EVCSi tð Þ, maintenance cost CM
EvcsiðtÞ

the network loss cost [32] can be shown in Eq. (41).
CT
EVCSi tð Þ ¼

XT
t¼1

½CI
EVCSi tð Þ þ CO

EVCSi tð Þ þ CM
EvcsiðtÞ� ð41Þ

The investment cost of charge station can be expressed in Eq.
(42).

CI
EVCSi tð Þ ¼ CI

ETi tð ÞSETi þ CI
CHi tð ÞSCHi þ CI

DEi tð ÞSDEi
þ CI

EAi tð ÞFEAi þ CI
BsiðtÞ

EB

gCHij
ð42Þ

where CI
ETi;C

I
CHi, C

I
DEi and CI

Bsi are the capacity per-unit invest-
ment cost of transformers, charging devices, other devices
and batteries. CI
EAi is the land utilization cost. SETi are the

transformers’ capacities. SCHi is the total capacity of the charg-
ing devices (including chargers, charging points). SDEi is the
total capacity of other devices except transformers and
charging devices (for example loads and lighting). FEAi is the
area of ith charge station. EB is the capacity of battery.
gCHij is the charging efficiency.

SETi ¼ SCHi þ SDEið Þ
Lmax
EVCSi

ð43Þ

where Lmax
EVCSi is the daily maximal load rate of the ith EV charg-

ing station.
SCHi is the rated power

SCHi ¼ Ki

Xni
j¼1

SCHi ¼ Ki

Xni
j¼1

PCHij=gCHij cos ;CHij
� � ð44Þ

where ni and Ki are the number and simultaneity coefficient
of the charging devices in ith charge station. PCHij is the out-
put active power. cos ;CHij is the power factor and gCHij is
the charging efficiency in charging station.
The operation cost of ith charge station can be expressed in
Eq. (45), which include charging cost CO

CHiðtÞ, power consump-

tion cost CO
EEiðtÞ, active power filtering and reactive power

compensation cost CO
VCiðtÞ, battery operation cost CO

CBiðtÞ, and
human resources cost CHRiðtÞ.
CO
EVCSi tð Þ ¼ CO

CHiðtÞ þ CO
EEiðtÞ þ CO

VCiðtÞ þ CO
CBiðtÞ þ CHRiðtÞ

¼ Coff
pi ðtÞPN

chiTCHi þ Coff
pi ðtÞPmax

EEi TEEi þ CO
VCiðtÞ

þ CO
BsiðtÞPES þ CHRiðtÞ ð45Þ

where PN
chi is the rated power of charging devices. TCHi is

the annual utilization hours of charging devices. Pmax
EEi and

TEEi are the maximal power consumed and annual utiliza-
tion hours of the electric devices respectively. CO

BsiðtÞ is the
operation cost of battery per unit and PES is capacity of
battery.
The maintenance cost of charge station in the planning
period can be express in Eq. (46).

CM
EvcsiðtÞ ¼ CM

ETiðtÞSETi þ CM
CHiðtÞSCHi þ CM

DEiðtÞSDEi þ CM
BSiPES ð46Þ

where CM
ETiðtÞ; CM

CHiðtÞ, CM
DEi and CM

BSi are the transformers,
charging devices, other devices and batteries’ battery per-
unit capacity maintenance cost in ith charging station.
Network loss cost can be expressed in Eq. (47).

CL
PSðtÞ ¼ Con

Pi ðtÞThPloss ð47Þ
where Con

Pi ðtÞ is the on-grid price of electricity. Th is the annual
utilization hour, and Ploss is the entire network loss.

 

(3) The yield per year for charge station can be express in Eq.
(48).
YEVCSiðtÞ ¼
PT

t¼1 PEVCSiðtÞPT
t¼1 C

T
EVCSi tð Þ

h i
T
� 100% ð48Þ

where YEVCSiðtÞ is the average annual yield of charge station. T
is the life time of charge station.
In order to mitigate the price inflation in 15 years the Net
Present Value (NPV) is used

PRtðtÞ ¼ PNPV � 1þ ið Þt ð49Þ
where PRt is the net cash flow, PNPV is the net present value, i
is the discount rate, t is the time of cash flow.  
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Simulation results and discussions

The proposed method is applied to four different types of load
profile in a test-line. The main aim is to demonstrate that the ana-
lytical method is suitable for identifying station two’s locations
under four different operation scenarios in terms of power loss
reduction. The comparisons between two different methods illus-
trates in Table 5.

First scenario three different load profiles

For a uniformly distributed load, by comparing the objective
function’s values from Eq. (15) at each bus, bus 10 was obtained
as the optimal location as the result of adding charge station
two. By using the current density method the optimal location is
0:09l which is near bus 10. In this case both methods have the
same result.

For the centrally distributed load, the optimal location x0 is bus
8 using the analytical method. Whereas, by using current density
method the optimal location x0 is 0:22l, which is near bus 9, not
very accurate when compared with simulation results. Moreover,
the non-optimal location can lead $1210 of power loss than the
optimal one.

For the increasing distributed load, the optimal location x0 is
bus 10, the bus 11 does not meet the design requirement as it
can only provide energy to the load at bus 10. Whereas the current
density method is 0:21l, near bus 9. Compared with simulation
results it is not accurate.

The Objective function’s values and simulation results are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. By using the analytical method, the optimal
location for charge station two for both uniformly load and
increasingly load type profiles are bus 10. For centrally load is
bus 8. Simulation results prove analytical approach.

Second scenario three different load profiles

For the second scenario Pdis1 and Qdis1 is optimised. Pdis2 ¼ 0;
Qdis2 ¼ 0; Pchar2 ¼ Pdis1, Poptimal ¼ Pdis1. Different optimised active
Table 5
The comparisons between two methods for the first scenario centrally load.

Method Power loss expressions Location expression

Current density Ploss Tið Þ ¼ R l0 dP x; Tið Þ Ploss x0ð Þ
dx0

¼ 0

P, Q dispatch
Ploss Tið Þ ¼ Ps1 ;s22SB

8s1 ;s2
P2
i þQ2

i

V2
s1

� �
Ri Min f j ¼

Pj
i¼1

R1i jð Þ P
0
i þ jQ 0

i

�� ��2;
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Fig. 8. Objective function’s values of the
and reactive power of charge station one are shown in Table 6.
They are used as input data of Eq. (15).

The objective function’s values for three types of load profile
show in Fig. 10.

The simulation results demonstrate the analytical approach,
bus 11 in this scenario does not meet the design requirements
which cannot provide the energy to the load nearby. Therefore,
bus 3 is chosen for three types of load.

 

Third scenario three different load type

For the third scenario, Pdis2 and Qdis2 is optimised. Pdis1 ¼ 0;
Qdis1 ¼ 0; Pchar1 ¼ Pdis2; Poptimal ¼ Pdis2. Differently optimised active
and reactive power of charge station two shows in Table 7.

The objective function’s values meet the simulation results in
this scenario for three different types of load profile. The optimal
location for uniformly load type is bus 7, for centrally load type
is bus 5, for increasingly load type is bus 8. The simulation results
prove the analytical method (see Fig. 11).
Fourth scenario three different load profiles

For the fourth scenario, Pdis1 ¼ 0; Qdis1 ¼ 0; Pdis2 ¼ 0; Qdis2 ¼ 0.
Active and reactive power from grid are optimised and obtained
by using the MATLAB optimisation programming. Table 8 shows
the different active and reactive power from the TN for uniformly
load.

For this scenario, both charge stations are regarded as the loads.
The charge station one is added into bus 2, charge station two is
added to the flowing bus except bus 2. The differently optimised
active and reactive power from TN are set as the input data of
Eq. (15) (see Fig. 12).

Regarding the first scenario, for the uniformly load and increas-
ingly load, the station two’s location is bus 10 and it is relatively far
from bus one’s location. Therefore, the power loss caused by the
edge of test line is much smaller than the one installed in the mid-
dle. For the centrally load the station two location moves a little
closer to the centre because of the load type.
Location Simulation results Power loss ($)

0:22l (Bus9) Bus 8 $12,902

j ¼ 3;4;5 � � �N
Bus 8 Bus 8 $11,692

ber

first scenario of three load profiles.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of the first scenario of three load.

Table 6
P, Q station one at different locations for uniformly load.

P, Q No.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Pdis 3.88 3.84 3.80 3.58 3.25 2.69 2.08 1.47 1.15
Qdis 1.25 1.37 1.61 1.21 1.05 0.93 0.62 0.48 0.27
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For the second scenario, station one needs to transfer energy to
station two. For all three types of load the location of station two is
bus 3, because in this situation station two was regarded as the lar-
gest load and cannot provide any energy to the loads. Therefore,
the optimal locations for all three types of load is bus 3.

For the third scenario, charge station two needs to deliver
energy to station one. For uniformly load type, station two location
is bus 7. Because bus 7 is in the middle area of test line, it is not far
from station one and the load at the edge. For the centrally load
type the location is bus 5, which is in the centre of the test line,
near to the largest load bus 6 and the second largest load bus 2.
For increasingly load type the location is bus 8. For this load type,
if station two is installed at the end of the test line the power loss
will increase during the energy transmission to station one. Hence,
bus 8 is the ideal location.

With regard to the fourth scenario. When both charge stations
run out of rated energy, charge station two’s location is bus 3 for
three different loads. Because for uniformly load and centrally load,
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Fig. 10. Objective function’s values for the
bus 2 and 3 are the largest load bus. Meanwhile, bus 3 is the near-
est bus to the transmission network, so that the network does not
need deliver as much power to bus 3 as to others. For increasingly
load, although the largest load is bus 10 when the station is seen as
load and added into that bus. Bus 3 is the second largest load of the
system, and only less than the largest load bus 10, 0.87 MW. Bus 10
is at nearly the end of this test line so that much more energy
needs to be transferred to that bus. Therefore, for this scenario
the location for station two is bus 3.
Discussion

Table 9 shows the optimal locations for charge station two in
the test-line for power loss reduction. From the system operating
view point, four different operation scenarios have different station
two’s locations. They give system operators suggestions for power
loss reduction operations. However in reality, there is low possibil-
ity for moving station two’s locations along the test-line according
to different operation scenarios, unless every bus has charge
stations. Yet it is expensive to install them in every bus. Therefore,
from system planning view point, for each load type of four
operation scenarios, charge station two’s locations should be fixed.

As mentioned above, the method to identify fixed charge station
two’s locations show below.

In most operation states, charge stations work under the first
scenario. Therefore, a compromise is made, if the station two’s
umber

second scenario of three load profiles.
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Table 7
P, Q station two at different locations for uniformly load.

P, Q No.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Pdis 3.81 3.79 3.77 3.63 3.20 2.68 2.03 1.09 0.58
Qdis 1.47 1.50 1.56 1.29 1.19 0.93 0.61 0.48 0.27
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Fig. 11. Objective function’s values for the third scenario of three load profiles.

Table 8
Pgrid, Qgrid from TN at different locations for uniformly load.

P, Q No.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Pdis 9.45 9.51 9.56 9.62 9.67 9.72 9.77 9.83 9.85
Qdis 2.95 3.00 3.04 3.09 3.14 3.18 3.22 3.25 3.27
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locations in the second scenario and the third scenario can be
changed to the first scenario’s locations, the fixed station two’s
locations can be obtained. In order to observe the differences in
terms of active–reactive power loss. When changing the third
and second to the first scenario, and to analyse the possibilities
of swapping station two’s locations. The increasingly load type
for the second and the third scenario is chosen as a case study.

When station two moves from bus 3 to bus 10 for the second
scenario, and moves from bus 8 to bus 10 for the third scenario.
As can be seen from Table 10, station two moves from bus 3 to
bus 10 the test-line’s power loss increases much for the second
scenario. However, for the third scenario, active and reactive power
loss do not increase dramatically when changing charge station
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Fig. 12. Objective function’s values for th
two’s location from bus 8 to bus 10. Therefore, if charge station
two can move from bus 8 to 10 rather than from bus 3 to 10,
0.319 MW power loss can be saved.

Based on above analysis, an assumption is made that charge
station one should always run out of energy before station two.
Meaning that the third scenario always occurs before the second
scenario. For the sake of implementing it, charge station two’s
capacity has to be increased, whereas station one’s capacity needs
to be decreased.

The capacity of station two rises a little by 4
3 of original capacity

and station one’s capacity declines by 2
3 of original capacity.

From Table 11 the current parameters of both stations are used
for an increasingly load type for the first, and the third scenario.

Table 12 shows charge station two’s locations of new capacity
for both stations of the power loss. Although, the rated power of
station two increased to 1.36 MW, and station one decreased to
0.68 MW, the optimal location for station two is still bus 10.
Table 12 indicates charge station two’s active and reactive power
of new capacity. Using the changed capacity of both stations in
the third scenario of increasingly load type, the optimal location
for station two is still bus 8. Also from Table 13, if station two’s
ber

e fourth scenario of three load types.
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Table 9
The optimal location of charge station two.

Different scenarios Uniformly load Centrally load Increasingly load

First scenario Bus NO. 10 Bus NO. 8 Bus NO. 10
Second scenario Bus NO. 3 Bus NO. 3 Bus NO. 3
Third scenario Bus NO. 7 Bus NO. 5 Bus NO. 8
Fourth scenario Bus NO. 3 Bus NO. 3 Bus NO. 3

Table 13
P, Q and power loss for the third scenario of increasingly load.

P, Q No.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Pdisc 4.58 4.80 4.37 3.75 3.55 2.99 2.57 2.20 1.15
Qdis 2.13 2.26 1.85 1.34 1.23 0.85 0.62 0.48 0.27
Ploss 0.35 0.26 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.095 0.10 0.12 0.28
Qloss 0.30 0.22 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.24

Table 10
Power loss difference for increasingly load type.

For the second scenario For the third scenario

Bus NO. 3 10 Difference 8 10 Difference

Ploss 0.387 0.741 0.354 0.094 0.129 0.035
Qloss 0.33 0.64 0.31 0.08 0.11 0.03

Table 11
BESS related parameters.

Stations Original Current

Power Capacity Power Capacity

Station one 1.02 MW 4.08 MW h 0.68 MW 2.72 MW h
Station two 1.02 MW 4.08 MW h 1.36 MW 5.44 MW h

Table 12
Charge station two’s locations for increasingly load of first scenario of new capacity.

P, Q No.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Ploss 0.48 0.42 0.34 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.24
Qloss 0.42 0.36 0.32 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.21 0.21 0.21
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Fig. 14. Objective function’s values of 36-bus test distribution network.
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locations change to bus 10, the active and reactive power loss will
not change significantly compared with other changes. Therefore,
replacing station two’s location from bus 8 to bus 10 can be applied
in the test-line from a system planning point view.
1 2 3 4

23 25

5

24

76

19 20 21 22 26

8 9

27

7

Fig. 13. The topology of 36-b
The proposed method was also tested in a 36-bus distribution
networks [32]. The simulation results prove the accuracy of the
proposed method. The objective function values and the simula-
tion results can be seen in Figs. 14 and 15.

The objective function values were obtained by using the
already proposed method and are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen
that the optimal location for charging station two in terms of
power loss reduction is bus 32, the lowest objective function value
in Fig. 14. From the simulation results in Fig. 15, it can be seen that
the proposed method is accurate, installing charging station two at
bus 32 leads the system to have the lowest power loss.
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us distribution network.
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Fig. 16 shows commercial aspects of charge stations. The blue1

one is 5 years revenue, the red one is cost and the grey one is profit.
As we can see from Fig. 16 in the first 5 years, station owners need to
invest charging facilities that makes negative profits. However, in
the after 5 years state owners can not only repay the investment
cost, but 0.23 million profit can be taken by selling the cheaper elec-
tricity to local residents and EVs. In the 15 years the station owners
can obtain 0.84 million profits. These profits can be obtained from
Eqs. (39) and (49).

Overall, from above analysis due to choosing the fixed locations
of station two. Comparisons are made for replacing station two’
locations from bus 3 and 8 to bus 10 and, the result of moving sta-
tion two from bus 8 to bus 10 is more suitable than 3 to 10. In order
to apply this, the capacities of station one changed to 2.72 MW h,
and station two’s capacity changed to 5.44 MW h making scenario
three always occurs before scenario two.

As a result of swapping station two’s location from bus 8 to bus
10, the difference of active and reactive power loss only changes
0.025 MW and 0.02 Mvar. Therefore, bus 10 can be used instead
of other buses for installing station two for power loss reduction
both from system operation and planning points of view. All the
results are obtained from MATPOWER and MATLAB optimisation
programming.

Conclusion

In this paper, we used a new analytical analysis combined with
active and reactive power optimisation methods for identifying
charge station two’s best location in terms of power loss reduction.
The method was tested in an 11-bus distribution line. While, a pre-
viously developed current density method [14] is used and the
results are compared for the same test-line, with four different
operational scenarios for power loss reduction. In addition, the
proposed method was tested in a 36-bus distribution network,
the simulation results prove the accuracy of the method for more
complicated networks.

As a results it was shown that 27% of average active power loss
can be saved by installing two charge stations rather than no
charge stations. From the power flow analysis, it was proved that
the current density method is not accurate for choosing charge sta-
tions two’s location. Based on four different operation scenarios,
17% of average active power loss can be saved for three different
types of load, using the new method described in this paper com-
pare with current density method, and the average annual yield
above inflation is 2.6%, which can be refer to Eq. (48) for the station
owners.
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